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HI-PRO-CHEM is an industrial brand that specialises in the design, production 
and sale of technologically advanced products for the management of pests 
that may otherwise contaminate the food production chain.

Founded in 2008 with a view toward developing a technical/commercial      
synergy with O.S.D. Gruppo Ecotech, a company specialised in the development 
of specific equipment for the professional pest management sector, HPC     
immediately stood out for its strong innovative character.

4INSECTS is a new production line attentive to the environment, which ranges 
from glue traps to essential oil extracts, pheromones to beneficial insects.
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HPRFLY005 is a specific glue trap with integrated attractant tablet for the   

monitoring and capture of cockroaches. Its special formation makes it ideal 

for all types of use in both the professional and civil sector.

The plasticised cardboard offers the trap resilience even in damp environments, 

otherwise ideal for the spread of cockroaches.

The large surfaces allows a large number of captures, each conveyed to the 

glue by the liquorice scented attractant tablet.



Mod. HPRFLY005
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The HPR9220 monitoring and capture station is the result of in-depth studies 

and research on the optimisation of management costs.

The station made in Easy Check plastic is equipped with a special housing for 

the glue board and a specific space for attractants or pheromones carved into 

the lid and closed by a plug.

The half-moon-shaped trap means it can be positioned either against the wall 

or in corners, making it particularly suited to very damp areas.



Mod. HPR9220
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MONITOR TRAP is a specific trap for the monitoring and capture of flying       

insects. Featuring a large surface covered with glue on all three inner sides, 

it enables a very high rate of capture.

Easy to assemble and hang, it can be equipped with specific pheromones to 

improve its performance.

The personalised graphics help the professional operator more easily identify 

and archive recorded captures.



Mod. HPR1103
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The pagoda trap in the 4insects series has been developed to facilitate       
professional operators during its assembly.

The inner surface is completely covered in glue and can be activated by 
simply opening the trap. The latter will automatically define its own shape  
without the need for any folding or other action on the flaps of the trap.

The large surface allows a high rate of capture, enhanced by the integration 
of specific pheromones or attractants. The sturdy plasticised cardboard       
and special shape make it perfect for positioning even in damp or dusty        
locations.



Mod. HPR1106
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HPR1035 is a specific KIT for the capture of brown marmorated stink bugs.

Designed to be high-performing, it is equipped with a double-sided, large 
adhesive surface and a specific pheromone for Halyomorpha Halys inside 
a tamper-proof dispenser.

The pheromone structured as such can be reused on other boards, thus        
optimising management costs.

LARGE TWO-SIDED SURFACE
SPECIFIC PHEROMONE FOR BROWN MARMORATED STINK BUGS
SAFETY CONTAINER
HIGH PERFORMANCE



Mod. HPR1035
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The growing need for pest control in stock materials led the research group 

to develop a specific roll with an adhesive surface designed to be positioned 

around the perimeter of pallets.

HPRFLY008 is useful in trapping all crawling insects able to infest materials 

stored on the floor or on shelves and pallets.

The large adhesive surface guarantees excellent coverage and protection 

and is ideal for warehouses and logistics centres.



Mod. HPRFLY008
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4INSECTS completes its range of glue traps with a series of glue boards        
suitable for use in the majority of professional UV lamps currently available 
on the market.

Colours, graphics, customisations and packaging are some of the many 
added values of the 4INSECTS range.

4INSECTS boards are made using very high quality materials and glue,          
resistant to UV rays.



GLUE BOARDS
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4INSECTS integrates its production of glue traps with a range of very           
high quality pheromones from the RUSSELL IPM range, the world's largest 
producer of pheromones and attractants for insects.

The pheromones are developed on special slow-release supports, perfect     
for the monitoring and capture of the insects that most commonly infest         
foodstuffs.

The 4 SEASON range, coloured according to the current season, makes it 
easy to manage a perfect replacement routine.

Products in the RUSSELL IPM range are distributed exclusively by 
HI-PRO-CHEM.



PHEROMONES Plodia

Halyomorpha halys

Thaumatopea Pityocampa

Tineola bisselliella

Tribolium

Nemapogon granella

Sitophilus spp

Rhyzopertha Dominica

Rhyncophorus ferrugineus

Lasioderma

Ephestia

Stegobium

Trogoderma
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4INSECTS integrates traps and pheromones with a new range of products     

for the scenting of outdoor environments, formulating new emulsions with        

essential oils derived from natural raw materials.

The range of concentrated natural air fresheners can be used professionally 

with special automatic nebulizer diffusers or manual spraying systems.

ROSMARINUS

QTRON

CITROX



NATURAL AIR FRESHENERS
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QUALITY, INNOVATION AND RESEARCH
are the main characteristics of the 4INSECTS range.

Pest control and monitoring using ecological techniques with a low              
environmental impact help professional operators improve the quality of  
their service.

HI-PRO-CHEM and its research staff are pleased to collaborate with our   
clients in the design and development of innovative products compatible with 
the needs and evolution of the market.

4insects.eu osdgroup.eu
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HI-PRO-CHEM S.r.l
Via Ponte alto 10
41011 Campogalliano (MO)
Italy

Tel. +39 059528288
Fax +39 0598672041
info@pro-chem.it
www.hiprochem.it

Visit   4insects.eu


